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Grade school learning apps

The coronavirus pandemic has disrupted the education of at least 1.5 billion school students. This is more than 90% of the world's children. Many schools in the West, along with private schools in developing countries, continue to do some school activities online, but more than 50% of learners worldwide do not have a home computer.
The lack of face-to-face learning and the opportunity to play with friends has a huge impact on a child's mental health. Countries are taking different approaches to when, where and how to reopen schools, and some places highlight the benefits of outdoor learning. Studies have shown that outdoor environments can improve children's
motivation and well-being, contributing to increased physical activity and learning outcomes for children. Learning in nature has been shown to reduce stress and enhance mental well-being. Outdoor learning, traditionally performed in countries across the Continent in Africa and Asia, is increasingly under-appreciated. It is often recognized
as an option only if there are no functioning classrooms. But now more than ever, the benefits of outdoor learning must be leveraged around the world. In Bangladesh, we have been studying outdoor learning environments for over 10 years. While most research in the sector is concentrated in western countries, I myself have a net
enrollment of nearly 100% at Bangladesh.In Primary School, but only 32% of children reach higher secondary levels (usually completed at the age of 16-18). There are many reasons for this high dropout rate, such as poverty and child marriage. But one reason that is rarely considered is the quality of the learning environment. Evidence
shows that many students dropped out because they were not attracted to the school and did not like the traditional teaching and learning environment. The original school ground. [Photo© Matorba Khan] Outdoor teaching and learning was at the core of the education system on the Indian subconst continent and was widely practiced
before the education system was formalized. It is still practiced in the Indian town of Santiniketan, founded by Nobel Prize-winning poet and philanthropist Rabindranath Tagor. However, this idea is not mainstream, and there is no political, physical or social infrastructure that favors broader implementation. If children's academic
performance, motivation can be improved and played in a Bangladeshi primary school as part of a school site with a PhD in Bangladesh, the grounds of a School in Bangladesh are almost a barren field. Obviously, this needed to change if outdoor learning was to be encouraged. The school I worked with was an elementary school about
50 miles from the capital, Dhaka. I asked grade IV kids (ages 8 to 12) what they wanted to do to the playground for both learning and play. The children painted and shared their drawingsI brainstormed separately with my teacher and asked what was needed in an outdoor learning environment to take curriculum education and outdoor
learning. After that, I participated in a modeling workshop led by children. We provided teaching materials based on children's drawings and teacher's suggestions. We presented a model to the local community that came up to help us with any resources they could provide. The new classroom kids wanted a place to explore, experiment,
play together, learn, challenge physically and intellectually, make things, be creative, connect with nature, be one, reflect. Studies with children from different parts of the world have shown that these preferences are universal and have had similar results. Model. [Photo: ©, Matruba Khan], while the teacher told me that nature can provide
an opportunity to try science. They wanted a different kind of vegetation and a schoolyard garden. They request areas with different loose materials such as twigs, branches, seeds and egg boxes to help demonstrate the theory of numbers and other mathematical problems. They also asked for group activities and several group learning
settings for outdoor classrooms. When Bangladeshi architect Fuad Abdul Queyam and I designed the school ground, all these preferences were taken into account. We hired local masons and used low-cost materials and technology. The children designed the murals. The school ground was ready for use in January 2015. Teachers
regularly led children outdoors for math and science lessons. New school ground. [Photo: © Matruba Khan] My research showed that math and science achievement improved after children taught and learned outdoors. Grade IV children performed significantly better in math and science compared to comparable schools where there was
no change in their environment. Hands-on outdoor learning was fun and engaging for everyone, but especially benefited from underperformers. We found that children who didn't interact much in the classroom were more active and more involved in outdoor sessions. Outdoor future outdoor classrooms can also provide space to maintain
social discrete while learning. However, school grounds should be designed in a way that supports teaching and learning, and teachers need training to use school grounds and environments for education. My research strengthens existing evidence on the benefits of outdoor learning. The study also provides new evidence for use outside
the West, suggesting that outdoor learning could improve the quality of education around the world. Matruba Khan is a lecturer in urban design at Cardiff University. This article was re-published from the conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original article. Chit chat on numbers. Ask your child to count the apples
you're doingFrom grocery bags, play cash registers together, or look for 10 toy cars around the house. When parents engage their children in mathematical activities like numbering and comparing, the results are an improvement in early math and language skills, reports researchers at Purdue University. Related: Preschool: what your
child should know practice table manners. At school, kids learn to sit down and wait until they eat a snack, says Jenny McSweeney, a pre-K teacher in New Providence, New Jersey. Doing this at home for a meal allows her to feel more confident at school. Role play conflicts. This year, the kids said to Ginger and each other, 'I'm not going
to be friends anymore!' Carol Sardi, a former K teacher in Staten Island, New York, says: Teach flip tricks to the coat that brainstorms positive ways of responding. Open it on the floor, turn up, and tag your toes. With arms in, flipping over the head and presto, the jacket is on and your ETA at school is on time. Label them all. Back to
school tips for parents: Don't let sweatshirts go in a hurry! Separate from you (sniff!): Kids transition into long days and are often their best self at school, so they wait to get all their emotions out with you at home. Discover scholars: As children enhance their fine motor skills and memory, they are excited to paint a picture of what they have
experienced or imagined, and they are interested in long stories. Friendship becomes more important: Your child will hear a lot about best friends this year because you will dinged with certain children in his class rather than play dating him. Practice writing your first name. Instead of using all the common capital letters for preschool, it will
help your rising kinderer write his name in capital letters. Don't be stressed by the back character. Using b or p for q or writing letters upside down is typical up to about 7 years old. ring it. If I ask for one thing before school, it's for students to watch leapFrog: Letter Factory videos, said Robin Fitzgerald, a kindergarten teacher in Scotch
Plains, New Jersey. It enhances the knowledge of the sound of letters in a catchy way. Use car time. Read the signs you encounter especially often out loud together, says Fitzgerald. Oh look, T-A-R-G-E-T, Target! Related: Three tips for preparing your kids for a school bus ride build confidence with scissors. Kindergarten teachers expect
their children to have some experience using them. To help your child hold them, he paints a smile on the thumbnail of the hand he uses to hold the scissors and says he should always look smiling while he disconnects, says Diana Prect, a kindergarten teacher in Seattle. After he got the hang of it, he followed the straight line and then
tried to cutA big circle. Accept extra help. Teachers say children usually love attention, whether it's speech or social skills. There's no stigma attached! kindergarten is everything. Accept routines: your first priority is to make your kids comfortable at school. Academic breakthroughs follow. Advocate for yourself: He teaches your child to
raise his hand to say he needs to use the toilet or he doesn't feel good. Learn to tie a shoelace: Send her in Velcro sneakers to prevent your child from stumbling until they master this skill at home. Re-tying at school can be stressful at first. Don't spell your child's words automatically. Instead, ask, Hmm, how do you think it's spelled? says
Erica Boehler, a freshman teacher in Lindenhurst, New York. I recommend stretching your words to hear the sound. Try not to stress about her reading level. We started evaluating at the beginning of the year and kids are always at different levels, from reading fluently to the level they're just starting out at, says Kirsten Richards, a
freshman teacher in Chicago. And being a good reader doesn't just allow you to learn to decipher and spit out words, but also to understand and enjoy what your child is reading. Look for the right book. First-year students would like to jump from a picture book to a long chapter book before they're ready, says Travis Jonker, a school
librarian in Dole, Michigan. The bridge between them is an early reader's book that is often overlooked. Does Jonker like what's chasing ducks? First graders are everything. Use the word wall: Many teachers have one in the classroom with frequently used words. You can re-create one in your kitchen or playground to reinforce tricky
words. Write weekend news: In class, your child may be asked to write about what they did on Saturday. If he gets stuck, let me be sure to write the beginning, the middle and the end, not the correct spelling. Put the story on paper: save the adorable and often hilarious observations he brings home. Creative spelling will captivate you.
Thrust us. Have a mini combo. Lindsay Burkins, a sophomore teacher in Dublin, Ohio, says she doesn't need to do skills and drills at home. Chat about what you're eating for dinner or a new home being built down the street can develop your child's communication skills in a natural way. Related: Kids are your family storytellers who share
their best back-to-school advice for all grades. I think I'm African American. When I was growing up, my parents and extended family understood the art of telling stories, says Burkins. Taking on that tradition has changed the game of sophomore sons struggling to read stories, she adds, and listening to stories increases a child's ability to
understand a series of events that can involve younger readers. Look beyond fiction. SomeDo charts and statistics count as readings? he asked. Of course they do, says Burkins. They still have their children follow the sequence of stories. She likes Animals by Numbers by Steve Jenkins, Jeff Savage's Supersport infographic series. Don't
have time to read the whole book tonight? Np! If you can juggle a toddler and have her read two or three pages out loud, great! These questions get your child to think about what the text is saying and increase her understanding of reading, says Anna Didiglio, a sophomore teacher in Briarcliff Manor, New York. Sophomore is everything.
Ask questions: Develop your child's curiosity by putting down your phone and really listening to him. You will be surprised at the conversation you can have. Introduction to keyboard operation: Kids love being old enough for technology, and learning the type can help with writing. She realizes she's not upper class: but she's proud that
she's no longer the youngest grade! Third graders go from learning reading to reading, so they're asked to show textu evidence to support why they think the protagonist is kind and the main idea of the story, says Marnie Lowry Coggins, a third-year teacher in Syracuse, New York. Practice this at home with your kids - one of you will find
the main idea and other character traits. Keep reading picture books! school tips for parents are just to look for picture books that are a little more challenging and have more text, says Coggins, anything from Cloudy, Judy Barrett, Jumanji, Chris Van Allsburg and Patricia Pollache with a meatball chance. Related: Fun summer reading for
third and fourth graders doesn't bash math. A good attitude is important to raise a child with confidence in the numbers. Researchers at Stanford University tested young children and found that positive thinking about math problems correlated with the stronger functioning of the hippothama, an important memory center in the brain, with
students doing the assignments. Know your school's position on cursive. Many districts dropped it because keyboard operations are less essential for skills. If your child is into it, writing in cursive can calm down like coloring - get him a practice book online, says Coggins. Third graders are everything. Figure out the minutes: math facts are
built up to this next step. Use a pot of brownies to reinforce the minutes at home. Ask your child to cut them in half, then a quarter. Then eat them! try other kinds of stories: respect that your child still wants to read about dragons while exposing her to other books. Ask the school librarian for ideas and visit the local library together. (And
have patience!) is on standardized testing: Most states have some kind of test in the spring for kids of this age. Let your child remember that the test is a measure of how his school is going. To encourage him to do his bestHow! Empower him with real tasks. In fourth and fifth grade, students experience leaders at school through attending
meetings and becoming reading companions for kinderies. To foster your child's confidence that he is ready for this independence, to give him a chance to grow at home, says Chicago senior teacher Laura McCamack. How can I help you safely in the kitchen and do the laundry? Let me hear a little of her flounder. The biggest thing I say
to parents of kids of this age is to fail them, says Rachel Castaneda, a fourth-grade teacher in Kaley, North Carolina. It requires a leap of faith, but this is a safe environment to learn the consequences of not following. So, rare homework left at home can be bringed to your child. But if it happens any more than that, leave it there, says
Castaneda. Keep reading together. My students' favorite time of day is the last 10 minutes I read out to them, says Castaneda. Do it, even if your 10-year-old is as tall as you and barely squeezes into her twin beds together. As for reading the genre, try historical fiction. Books like Lois Lowery's Number the Stars and Kimberly Brubaker
Bradley's The War That Saved My Life address important social issues that lead to great comfort between you and your child. 4th and 5th graders are everything. Revisit the activity: If your child has shown an interest in basketball, don't let him remember that he hated it at age 6. Children change, so it's not too late to take up new
extracurrrrcurries. On the other hand, if he feels overwhelmed, you may want to drop the activity. Early adolescent kick-in: Yup, suddenly your child may seem so grown up, and if you still don't have a deodorant chat, now is the time. Emotions and sleep should also be out of whack and sensitive. Trust your child: resist the urge to tell her
how to do her homework. Her thoughts are important, so let them shine! Years.
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